STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE TO HANDLING CONFLICT

Step 1: Change Your View
When conflict arises, instead of viewing it as a problem
to solve or something to make go away, start seeing it
as a natural expression of diversity of ideas and
experience. Start welcoming it as a positive change
urge: that the conflict is trying to call something new
into being. Get insanely curious. Ask yourself, “I
wonder what conflict is trying to create?”
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Step 2: Change Your Reaction
Get familiar with your body’s reaction to conflict so
you can practice interrupting the “amygdala hijack.”
Start noticing what triggers you: what has you side
with one or the other, or become anxious or frozen?
The Goal: Keep higher brain functions on-line even in
the midst of conflict so that, eventually, you can stay
present and skillful the whole time.

Step 4: Change Your Role
Move from mediator to facilitator. Believe
that they can handle the content of the
conflict. What they need is someone to help
them work with the process of conflict –
and that’s you. No one else is doing that and
it’s a powerful place to work from. Conflict
facilitators inject positivity, make useful
comments from the process level (see below)
and ask questions that have the team own
and resolve conflicts.
Conflict Facilitator’s Toolbox:
- Use a Model to Educate About Conflict
- Normalize Conflict
- Create Conflict Protocols
- Make Comments from the Process Level:
“It seems to be getting hotter.” “You’re in a strong
difference right now.” “How does it work when one of you
cuts another off?” “How does the way you all are acting
right now support your conflict protocols?” “What conflict
level are you all at right now?”
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Step 3: Change Your Focus
It’s easy to get caught up in the “he said/she said”
when we focus on solving the current conflict. Plus, we
often get put in the middle and no one likes what
happens after that. Instead of focusing on this current
conflict, focus on helping the team do conflict well.
Use this conflict as a springboard to a wider
conversation about how they navigate conflict overall.
Conflict is a team property. It’s hardly ever really
about those two people or those competing ideas.

Step 5: Change Your Tools
Choose a conflict model you can teach. Any
reasonably good model will do. They need a
common vocabulary and understanding about
conflict, and permission to talk about it. Teaching
them a model accomplishes this. Also, teach the new
view of conflict: that conflict is natural and needed
and if we’re NOT having conflict, then that’s a
problem. When things are quiet, facilitate a
conversation that results in them creating conflict
protocols for how they want to act and what
environment they want to maintain during conflict.
Remind them of the protocols when it gets hot or
when conflict goes underground.
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“One of the best educational
experiences of my life. It is difficult
to overstate how much impact this
training has already had on me both
professionally and personally.”
~Mattthieu

“The day after the course I started
utilizing a lot of the tools that were
provided and was able to step back
from leading meetings and truly
take on the facilitator’s role.”
~Aaron
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